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ABSTRACT
Employee spend fraud is responsible for sizeable financial losses within organizations 
across the United States. Automated travel booking and expense reporting solutions are 
quickly replacing manual solutions, increasing compliance and detecting fraud as it occurs. 
A complete Employee Spend Management solution with superior fraud detection tools 
optimizes internal control, offers integrated reporting, and promotes healthy  
organizational growth. 

For more information, or to speak with a Concur 
representative, please call us at (877) 4-CONCUR  
in North America, +44 (0) 1753 501741 in the UK,  
or +61 (2) 8875 7769 in Asia Pacific/Australia.
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Employee spend – especially travel and entertainment (T&E) expenses – can create 
opportunities for fraud, from minor infractions of an organization’s travel policy 
to major misappropriation of funds. Automated, on-demand employee spend 
management solutions offer opportunities for organizations to drive policy compliance 
and deter fraud or, at a minimum, more easily detect fraudulent activities as they occur. 
Employee spend management systems are designed to provide accurate, reliable and 
complete data in a timely manner giving financial managers the data they need to 
make smart decisions to support better informed decisions around policies and internal 
controls, providing a smart and comprehensive view of expense and travel data across 
the enterprise. Unified data not only helps organizations reduce the risk of fraud, 
but support strategic planning and fuel healthy growth. This report will answer the 
following questions about deterring fraud and driving policy compliance:

• Why should organizations rely on employee spend management systems to help 
reduce fraud and improve compliance?

• What are the most effective mechanisms for identifying fraud?

• Why should organizations utilize third-party audits?

• How can organizations improve awareness of and compliance with T&E policies?

THE BUSINESS CHALLENGE
An astronomical $652 billion is lost annually to fraud by US businesses alone. Median 
losses range from $150-$190 million, and in more than 40 percent of fraud cases, not a 
penny is recovered.1 While many types of fraud schemes exist, recent reports indicate 
that at least 21 percent of a company’s fraud is related to expense reimbursement.2 
Compounding the problem, a surprising number of business travelers, approximately 
25 percent, admit to booking travel outside of company policy, and although not 
every unauthorized expense constitutes fraud, a fine line exists between out-of-policy 
spending and fraud. In fact, 20 percent of companies say that it is common for travelers 
to submit claims that include completely false expenses.3

While the financial losses are significant, they only represent part of the compliance 
picture. Intense revenue scrutiny and rigorous government requirements mean that 
companies must be above reproach when it comes to their internal financial controls.

Opportunities for travel and expense fraud abound. The gap between policy and 
behavior can be significant, especially when inadequate controls make enforcement 
difficult. Yet, complex approval hierarchies and control processes can complicate the 
expense claims process. Auditing is necessary for many organizations, but if it’s a 
manual process, it’s often a tedious, labor-intensive, low-return activity, and internally 
conducted audit processes are not always above reproach.

The challenge for the majority of organizations is to streamline the complete travel 
booking and expense reporting system while ensuring a tight control environment and 
access to the most reliable or “indisputable” data. While reducing the risk of fraud is 
clearly about saving costs, fraud detection and reduction should also, ultimately, be 
about turning a business process —employee spend management— into an asset to 
support mission-critical plans and activities.
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MEETING THE CHALLENGE
Visibility is the single most important factor for any business to exert tighter controls, 
drive compliance and reduce the risk of fraud. The most effective way to achieve 
the highest level of visibility is to prevent fraud before it happens by documenting, 
standardizing and communicating policies through automated processes that 
aggregate data for review and analysis. A comprehensive view of all travel and expense 
data gives organizations the information they need to identify problems, refine policies, 
drive compliance and support better decision-making and strategic planning.

As businesses strive to gain control, reduce the risk of fraud, and increase compliance, 
it’s critical to be mindful not only of the magnitude of fraud, but of the variety and 
intricacy of the types of T&E related fraud.

A VARIETY OF SCHEMES
Organizations of all sizes and types are vulnerable to fraud. Median losses are actually 
somewhat higher in small businesses than in large ones. Collectively, in the US alone, 
organizations lose approximately five percent of total revenue every year to fraud – a 
significant portion of which results from expense related incidents.4

Common T&E reimbursement schemes include activities that occur at various stages of 
the travel booking, expense reporting and reimbursement cycle and include:

 Ticket exchange schemes – an employee purchases an airline ticket for a trip and 
exchanges it for a lower-priced ticket and pockets the difference; or the employee 
purchases a ticket and requests reimbursement for a trip not taken.

 Mischaracterized expenses – an employee falsely claims a personal expense as a 
business expense or claims another employee’s purchase as his or her own (a meal, 
parking, taxi ride, etc.), or attempts to circumvent spending limits by deliberately 
miscategorizing an expense.

 Overstated expenses – an employee falsifies the amount of an item, which is 
especially common when receipts are not required or missing.

 Multiple reimbursements – an employee claims the same item on different expense 
reports over time, sometimes to multiple approvers.

 Fictitious expenses – an employee fabricates completely false expenses.

It is worth noting that 18 months is the median length of time it takes to detect 
fraudulent activity, and that in more than 25 percent of cases, fraud is discovered 
by accident.5 Companies that rely on an on-demand employee spend management 
solution, with its proactive approach to fraud detection, certainly have an edge when it 
comes to curbing this fraudulent activity. Indeed, a system that unifies travel booking 
and expense reporting into one seamless process is able to impact behavior at the 
time the expense is being incurred. Through “visual guilt” and clear communication of 
policies, behavior is influenced at the time of spend, which is more preferable to trying 
the catch fraud after the expense has been incurred.
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IDENTIFY AND DETER FRAUD
Given the enormous potential for fraud and the scope and magnitude of T&E fraud 
schemes, businesses must seek a smart employee spend management solution that 
supports their global T&E policies, creates tight controls across the enterprise, provides 
real-time access to indisputable data, offers sophisticated reporting and analysis, and 
conducts third-party audits based on the organization’s needs and criteria.

Fully automated, end-to-end, on-demand employee spend management providers 
help organizations identify fraud as an integrated component of the complete expense 
management cycle, which should include:

• A seamless travel booking and expense reporting solution configured to reflect 
an organization’s global T&E policies and practices with pre-defined forms, 
spend categories and spend limits, highlighting out-of-policy transactions for the 
employee and management, all with one touch.

• Automatic approval routing, based on a company's workflow and approval 
hierarchies.

• Tight integration between an organization’s travel and expense solutions enables 
access to detailed and reliable third-party validated data in real-time and creates 
another level of controls with one touch by pre-populating expense reports 
with travel itinerary and card data, auto categorizing transactions according 
to merchant codes, restricting manual entry of card transaction data, requiring 
reconciliation of all outstanding card transactions, and showing un-submitted 
transactions and their aging.

• The ability to aggregate all travel and expense data for policy compliance analysis 
in a seamless, one touch solution. 

• Advanced reporting and analytics enable an organization to track spend by 
traveler, business unit, category of spend, vendor and other key variables in order 
to track patterns and identify suspect expenses.

• Sophisticated receipt and audit services, including electronic receipt imaging and 
the capacity to facilitate value added tax reclamation.

• Proactive recommendations and advice, based on real-time data and industry-
leading expertise to help companies refine policies, drive compliance and optimize 
employee spend management.

The employee spend management lifecycle consists of a series of interrelated steps and 
processes. Organizations should expect their employee spend management provider to 
integrate tools and mechanisms for fraud detection and deterrence into every phase of 
the travel and expense management cycle.
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THE VALUE OF THIRD-PARTY AUDITS
It is a commonly accepted business practice for every organization to conduct regular, 
random audits of a sampling of expense claims.6 Nevertheless, an audit conducted in-
house can never be considered completely objective as the opportunity for collusion 
is always present. Only a third-party audit solution can ensure the highest level of 
objectivity. Organizations should seek a provider who offers a variety of options for 
receipt submission, including fax and image upload submission, and who takes control 
of physical receipts to validate authenticity and conducts both random and targeted 
audits (based on spending thresholds, receipt type, board level employees, etc.) in 
keeping with an organization’s parameters and needs. A provider with a powerful 
audit selection engine will conduct the complete review and send companies only 
questionable claims for action. An automated on-demand solution allows finance and 
accounting staff to focus attention only on suspicious claims, which increases efficiency 
and productivity and provides the most reliable and objective data and analysis.

CREATE EFFECTIVE TRAVEL POLICIES
Many companies report that policy enforcement is one of the most problematic areas 
of employee spend management. While some travelers ignore corporate policies, 
others are simply unaware of the formal policies their organization has in place.

To develop more effective policies and increase awareness of expectations around T&E, 
companies need to:

• Create cross-functional teams and solicit input from across the enterprise when 
designing T&E policies. Global companies will want their policies to reflect local 
and regional differences and needs.

• Explore best practices and benchmarks. Leading employee spend management 
providers assist their clients by sharing this knowledge and offering 
recommendations and advice.

• Communicate policies widely using a variety of tactics (corporate intranet, email, 
Web casts and small group information sessions).

• Utilize knowledge gained from audit results and reporting and analytics to 
continuously evaluate and refine policies to drive better compliance.

A surprising number of employees admit they don't know if their companies use a 
designated travel management company or preferred vendors, and many say they 
aren't sure which components of the policy are merely guidelines, rather than hard 
and fast rules. Obviously, using a travel booking tool at the front end that is already 
configured with travel policies and seamlessly linked to the expense reporting process 
on the back end is the best way to ensure greater compliance. Additionally, specific and 
frequent communication, along with support from company leadership, will help set the 
record straight, reduce the risk of fraud and drive compliance.

GLOBAL COMPANY REDUCES 
FRAUD TO VIRTUALLY NOTHING
An international industrial 
manufacturing giant with more than 
200,000 employees in 50 countries 
wanted a new approach to T&E fraud 
and compliance— deterrence, not 
detection. It was clearly the right one. 
By integrating internal financial  
systems and technologies with the 
receipt and audit services provided 
through their on-demand employee 
spend management solution, the 
company reduced annual T&E fraud of 
more than $900,000 to zero.

“Without a doubt, we are changing  
the culture,” a company leader reports, 
“We see occurrences of policy  
violations diminishing over time. 
That’s more important than dollars. 
That’s really our focus and emphasis: 
adherence to not only T&E policy, but to 
our code of conduct and ethics policy.”

The organizations employee spend 
management provider offers an 
objective third-party audit solution. 
Expert auditors and auditing  
processes manage and track receipt 
validation, policy violations, missing 
approval signatures, data entry errors, 
correct application of rewards  
programs benefits, matching dates, 
incorrect expense classification, among 
other components of expense reporting. 
The fees the company pays for these 
audit services are well below the 
average electronic processing cost  
cited in a recent study by the  
Aberdeen Group and the savings have 
been astronomical.
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THE BUSINESS OUTLOOK
As organizations become increasingly multi-national, multi-divisional and complex, the 
need to tighten controls increases. While complex global business environments bring 
new opportunities for fraud, powerful solutions designed to reduce risk and improve 
compliance are structured to accommodate global needs and to aggregate data from 
disparate sources.

With impressive and measurable improvements in efficiency and productivity in recent 
years, organizations are now focused on healthy growth. Superior fraud detection tools 
support that drive for growth by freeing companies from the heavy burden of manual 
control activities and by giving organizations the data to help achieve unified data —  
a comprehensive, seamless view of travel and expense data needed to better manage 
the business.

Aggregating and analyzing employee spend data in a unified manner from each 
disparate source within the process — travel booking, corporate cards and actual 
expenses — enables companies to think strategically and work proactively. A complete, 
fully automated on-demand employee spend management solution is essential to 
optimize internal controls, achieve unified data, and re-focus resources time and 
attention on the future.

To learn more about One Touch Business Travel™ and Concur’s exclusive travel and 
expense management solution with Smart Expenses™ and its powerful auditing 
features visit www.concur.com.

Optimize internal 
controls, achieve 
unified data, 
and re-focus 
resources time 
and attention on 
the future.



VISIT US AT WWW.CONCUR.COM

Concur is the world’s leading provider 
of on-demand Employee Spend 
Management services. Concur helps 
organizations control costs by uniting 
online travel booking with automated 
expense reporting, and streamlining 
invoice processing. Concur’s suite of 
award-winning on-demand services 
allow companies to get up and running 
quickly so they can focus on what’s most 
important. By automating and optimizing 
business processes, Concur delivers 
actionable business intelligence and 
rapid ROI, helping companies increase 
efficiency, control employee spend and 
drive down operational costs. Concur’s 
business travel and invoice solutions are 
trusted by thousands of companies and 
reach millions of employees worldwide. 
Learn more at www.concur.com.
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